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diseases which were now rife among us. It is
possible, of course, that this is why I never con-
tracted any of them. We were about too to begin a
fifteen hundred mile journey over desert, mountain
and waste, eating what coarse and dirty food we
could buy from Arabs by the way, drinking from
foul and stagnant pools, walking great distances by
night and sleeping unsheltered under the sun by
day. For this anabasis my equipment consisted of a
battered topi, a light khaki drill jacket lacking two
buttons and torn in four places, a grey shirt, open
at the neck, a pair of invaluable thick khaki trousers
bought at an auction at Kut, some many-holed socks
and a pair of ammunition boots. In reserve I had
two pairs of khaki drill shorts, some ragged puttees,
a pair of shoes made by a Chinaman in Quetta and
now sadly in need of repair, two pairs of undarned
socks, a waterproof considerably the worse for
several encounters with barbed wire, and, surpris-
ingly enough, a pair of English pyjamas which still
retained one button. In addition to this wardrobe I
still possessed a small rubber sponge, a safety razor
and several blunt blades, a face towel, some soap and
a toothbrush, a tin plate, a spoon and fork, an
enamel mug, a fountain pen, a tiny New Testament
and the first volume of the Oxford Text Odyssey.
Such of these possessions as I didn't carry on my
person were rolled up in a tattered valise. We were
better off than the doomed column which had
marched from Shamran. The Turks would allow us
donkeys to carry baggage; we should even be able
to ride a donkey, if we wished to, one hour in every
four. Moreover the Turk is a great respecter of

